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PORI' AIRlIORnY OF NY & NJ

Office of Environmen tal & Energy Programs

December 5, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY (publiccomments@njcleanenergy .com)

Michael Winka
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue
9th Floor
P.O. Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08540-0350

Re: Comments on The SBC Credit Program (Straw Proposal #2)

Dear Mr. Winka :
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey ("Port Authority") hereby submits comments regarding
the Straw Proposal #2 for The SBC Credit Program ("Straw Proposal") presented for public comment by
the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities ("BPU" ).
Under the Target Markets and Eligibility, the BPU's Straw Proposal states that:
•

The submitted plans must include a package of energy efficiency ("EE") measures that achieve

an Energy Reduction Target ("ERT") of at least 15% of total building source energy consumption,
100,000 kWh in annual electric savings, or 350,000 MMBtu of annual natural gas savings.
We are requesting clarification to the ERT in regards to the relationship between the 15% of total
building source consumption and the 100,000 kWh / 350,000 MMBtu minimum requirement. Is the
100,000 kWh or 350,000 MMBtu a minimum metric to the 15% of total building consumption? Meaning
does the plan require a 15% total building reduction with a minimum of 100,000 kWh or 350,000
MMBtu?
Under the Program Incentives, the BPU' s Straw Proposal states that:
•

The maximum credit per entity will is 50% of eligible project costs, with an annual cap of 50% of

annual SBC contributions per utility account.
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•

The credit can be carried over for up to ten additional years if the initial credit exceeds 50% of

the ratepayer's annual SBC contributions.
•

Credits will be committed upon approval of the FEEP.

The Port Authority requests additional clarification of the ten-year carryover of the credit and the
process by which the credits are secured. For the basis of our questions, we assume that an entity with a
project that is eligible to receive a maximum incentive of $2 million that has a maximum 50% SBC
contribution of $500,000 annually. Under this scenario:
•

Is the carryover of the credit exhausted once the maximum credit of 50% of the eligible project

cost is reached? In this case, at $500,000 per year the credit would reach the $2 million incentive cap in
four years.
•

Is the maximum incentive amount of $2 million committed upon approval of the FEEP or just the

first year maximum of $500,OOO?
•

If the program is no longer funded in Year 3 for example, will the entity lose the remaining

carryover of the credit to satisfy the $2 million incentive amount?
Next, also under Program Incentives, the BPU's Straw Proposal further states:
•

Incentives are provided per utility account only. If the customer has multiple accounts

associated with a facility, then separate applications must be submitted for the equipment tied to those
respective accounts.
We would recommend for entities such as the Port Authority where there are multiple campus-style
facilities that a "Master" application be considered for improved process efficiency and tracking. The
Master application would encompass a per-building structure within each campus whereby the entity
can then develop a Final Energy Efficiency Plan based on a campus rather than account-by-account.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments on The SBC Credit Program.

Sincerely,

~i~j ~!
Deputy Director for Energy, Office of Environmental and Energy Programs

State of New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities

The SBC Credit Program

)
)

Docket No. EO12100940
December 4, 2012

Comverge, Inc.
Written Comments on the Proposed SBC Credit Program #2 Straw Proposal

In response to the Request for Written Comments issued November 29, 2012 in this
docket, Comverge, Inc. (“Comverge”) respectfully submits these Comments to the November
29, 2012 Proposed SBC Credit Program #2 Straw Proposal.
As an initial matter, Comverge wishes to thank the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
for requesting comments on the SBC Credit Program Straw Proposal, as implementation of the
Act can best be advanced by involving all stakeholders. Our comments in this docket reflects
our desire to ensure that the Act is implemented in a manner consistent with the intent of the Act;
allowing companies to take credits in the near term to install efficiency measures while reducing
the costs of electric rates in State of New Jersey.

I. INTRODUCTION
Comverge is the market leader in the development and deployment of load control
and price responsive systems with over 6 million load control devices installed in direct load
control programs, and is a leading Curtailment Services Provider (CSP) not only in PJM, but
nationally. Internationally, Comverge is the market operator for ESKOM in South Africa.
Comverge provides both hardware and software solutions that enable peak period reductions in
electricity demand. Nationally, Comverge’s proprietary technology and intellectual property
comprising load control cycling strategies and processes alleviate transmission and distribution
constraints and are often used as an alternative to peak-load generation resources to increase
system capacity. Comverge products and services are fully integrated into utility resource plans,
and through pay-for-performance turn-key services, such as its Virtual Peak Capacity™
(VPC™) program, Comverge takes the performance risk by delivering specific (MW) reductions
for energy efficiency and peak-load reduction. Comverge provides intelligent management
services whereby we make our utility and Commercial & Industrial partners operate more
efficiently while utilizing energy more cost effectively.
Comverge has reviewed the Straw Plan and the revision published on November 29,
2012, and believes strongly that proposal as written is contrary to the act’s intent and will not
stimulate the purchase and installation of products or services that are intended for energy
efficiency purposes as the Act-decreed program is designed. The Straw proposal mentions that
ratepayers will be referred to other programs but seems to rely solely on the whole building
methodology as detailed in the Pay for Performance Program to receive credits. Moreover the
Whole Building methodology is burdensome and is overly complex and only benefits a small
number of companies and Program Partner contractors, thereby making the access to the credit
extremely unlikely. Threshold levels of 100,000 kWh in annual electric Savings, or 350,000
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MMBtu of annual gas savings further limit early access to the funds, and is contrary to the Act,
which allowed all C&I customers the ability to access credits. Furthermore we believe that as
constructed, credits could be provided which could have the unintended consequences of having
ratepayers pay for measures and services that do not advance the goal of lowering overall rates.
As the raison d’être for the societal benefit charge is to provide funds to spur energy efficiency
and reduce the cost of energy for the rate payers of New Jersey, Comverge believes that there are
ways to spur investment by the business community that allows C&I customers to take credits
early to fund projects that can benefit all members of the society. As such we recommend that
the program be modified to allow C&I ratepayers greater flexibility in the measures that they can
deploy and for which the can receive credit. For example, customers could seek to target energy
reductions during system peak periods, which would benefit all the ratepayers in NJ as it would
reduce the amount of energy purchased at peak, lowering the market price of this high-cost peak
power.
Comverge notes that the Straw Proposal does implement the Act’s limitation on allowing
C&I customers to take only 50% of the previous year’s costs, but notes that the act says they can
receive up to 100% of in subsequent years as credits. Comverge believes that reducing the annual
credit to 50% of annual contributions will result in the State foregoing opportunities to reduce
costs for all NJ ratepayers that otherwise would have been captured through a more holistic cost
benefit analysis methodology. Moreover viewing energy savings through an investment
methodology, ensuring that we are fast tracking projects that can take advantage of other funding
sources such as the PJM market, will spur more investment as desired by the Act. Furthermore
since the Straw Proposal focuses on EE projects solely, we are missing an opportunity to target
the peak while enabling the full implementation of the goals of the State Master Energy Plan in
terms of increasing Demand Response and CHP projects. Demand Response Projects including
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process loads, and other targeted projects which may receive additional funding from the PJM
market as a result of recent regulatory changes, were not only neglected by the straw proposal,
but were substantially weakened in the subsequent redraft.
Moreover we believe that the reduction of funding for projects is neither in the interest of
the State’s ratepayers nor the intent of the Act. While Comverge notes the importance of
ensuring that projects do not receive more subsidies than necessary to spur investment, there may
be times, particularly when funding measures will be able to remunerated by the PJM market,
that a 100% credit of the SBC charge, as well other credits and grants will not have the State
supplanting a business’s investment, but rather have the State making a prudent business
decision to further the goals of the Energy Master plan while providing the NJ community a real
tangible benefit of reducing rates. Comverge knows that by directly targeting the reduction of
rates by lowering peak energy consumption, the State will be able to reduce the need for
purchasing power when prices are at their highest while allowing our businesses and generation
companies to sell energy and benefit from the surrounding PJM market. For example in summer
2012, the volatility in the NY electricity market was high and the clearing prices for the
electricity were also high. This was largely due to poor infrastructure and plant outages which
lead to near-brown out conditions in NYC. If New Jersey had better invested in peak shaving
measures previously, we could have taken advantage of this opportunity and become a net
exporter during these times. In short the Credit and the Clean Energy Fund (CEF) should be
looking for investments that allow our State to be a net exporter to the market during peak
related events.
Therefore, Comverge suggests that the SBC Credit Program should be designed to allow
the CEF to provide early incentives for all C&I ratepayers to further all the goals of the State
Energy Master plan by allowing for a more flexible and expansive approach. By allowing
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targeted measures that have as their aim the reduction of peak load while furthering controls and
energy efficient measures that reduce rates, the State can gain employment and reduce high cost
peak load in the short term, while reducing electric rates in the long term. Because the program
funding is complex and the aim should be to spend all SBC funds to further the State’s goals we
agree that the Program Administrator needs to be responsible for managing the credit process.

II. DISCUSSION
A. Focusing on a Whole Building approach creates an overly complex methodology
which may contravene the intent of the SBC Credit Act
As created, the CEF was to help ratepayers by providing a subsidy to help fund projects
that would have a societal benefit, making businesses and residences more energy efficient while
supporting the growth of green industry and also reducing costs. Comverge embraces the notion
of the CEF, recognizing that the government can effectively marshal resources that foster the
aims of the State by providing access to funds to ratepayers allowing them to install energy
conservation measures that ratepayers otherwise would not have been able to afford in one year,
while providing another entity the opportunity to gain such benefits in a subsequent time period.
Proper program design fosters education, widespread awareness and participation, ensuring that
the most appropriate and beneficial measures are adopted. Poor program design conversely can
create barriers that minimize participation or have customers receive subsidies as rebates without
a corresponding educational foundation that adequately explains why one product deserves State
beneficence while another does not. In C&I programs poor design can have a small group of
contractors or ratepayers receive entitlements, while the vast majority of small contractors
remain ignorant of the benefit of energy efficient adoption and design for their customers.
Creating overly complex programs makes participation unlikely or even impossible.
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As in previous years the CEF funds have been collected but not be fully utilized, the Act
endeavored to allow C&I customers, who traditionally were not receiving benefits proportionally
to their contribution, the ability to invest in the near term while experiencing a corresponding
reduction in rates in the future. The Straw Proposal recommends that the mechanism to receive
the credit be the Pay for Performance program. Utilizing this year’s program as a proxy to figure
out how many entities would receive a credit, the August 2012 NJ Clean Energy Program
Monthly Report of Progress Toward Goals on page 13, we see that year to date (YTD), the Pay
for Performance program had 31 participants, and the goal for the year was 50. Meanwhile, 18
projects were completed and apparently, only three entities have completed the M&V
requirement, which would enable a 25% final Pay for Performance payment. From a financial
perspective the Pay for Performance budget calls for $60.6 million to support the program, while
the committed amount is $31million but based on the current YTD expenditures of $3.8 million
and the approved M&V plans, actual distributions will be a fraction of the $60.6 million and are
likely less than $10 Million dollars. Based on above information, with the addition of a
Professional Engineer Certification, Site overview and Utility Overviews, it seems likely that
very few entities will ever receive this credit. Hardly the boon to C&I investment that they
legislature envisioned. The Program needs to be simplified.

B. Replace the Whole Building with a targeted measure approach allowing not
just large but rather all C&I customers the ability to take the credit to invest in EE
measures.
Comverge believes that the plan should allow for reductions in any electrical or gas
source as envisioned by the State Energy Plan and as furthered in the straw proposal, but we note
the reduction thresholds cited in the Straw proposal of 100,000 kWh in annual electric Savings,
or 350,000 MMBtu of annual gas savings are considerable, creating another barrier for entities
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seeking to gain a credit to fund an EE investment and unnecessarily favoring large C&I
ratepayers. Comverge believes that there is much to gain by allowing for targeted approaches
allowing the maximum number of contractors, engineers, ESCOs and consultants the ability to
be trained and tasked to take incremental investments that can provide known and verifiable
savings, which has worked in other jurisdictions. For example Comverge was the program
contractor/administrator for the Demand Program in New York City on behalf of Con Edison
which promoted targeted efficiencies based on actual reductions. Decisions were made by many
business owners, renters, and landlords to reduce their energy consumption and associated costs.
That program was also designed to target Peak Load in constrained areas. These programs were
very popular and achieved wide market participation, both by large entities like New York’s
Time Square as well as small single proprietor shops. This approach should be reviewed against
the restrictive whole-building approach described in the straw plan. The NY program resulted in
the completion of over 6000 projects and quite significantly, resulted in a peak load reduction of
31 MW’s utilizing just energy efficiency and control measures.
Of particular interests are measures that can enable program participants to provide NJ
relief against the peak. For example building management measures including lighting controls,
energy management systems, variable speed motors and drives, chillers, load shedding ballasts
for lighting and thermal storage to name a few, can provide incremental efficiency gains along
while dramatically lowering customers seasonal demand, and contributing to the greater good by
lowering overall peak load. This obviously more inclusive methodology allows more C&I
customers to partake in the credits as envisioned under the Act, inspiring entities to act now,
stimulating the economy, providing jobs and training to contractors and increasing projects that
will be undertaken, spurring economic growth for the State. If a customer can provide a peak
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reduction along with their energy efficiency upgrade, they should be eligible to take the SBC
credit.
Comverge appreciates that opening the door to all comers and actively seeking broader
participation could have the CEF utilize all its funds in a given year. Comverge respectfully
notes that the budget has never been fully utilized, and that such a problem would indeed,
welcomed. Comverge believes that prioritization of projects can be made, like all businesses do
by selecting projects for funding that are most closely aligned with the Master Plan.

C. Focus on reducing Peak Load

Comverge agrees that reductions in electricity or natural gas as envisioned by the Straw
Plan and the State Energy Plan is extremely important, but notes the goal must be subservient to
providing funding for projects at the peak. A whole building methodology focused on just EE
could support a nighttime process driven load entity to save 15% or more of their load, which
can have the unintended consequence of lowering base load payments, without impacting the
high cost peak. Reviewing PSE&G hourly LMP rates from July 2011 through July 2012 shows
some interesting data. The lowest 2000 hours which is unsurprisingly mostly at night was
$21.39/mWh, while the top 200 hours were $150.72/mWh, and the top 10 hours were a
staggering $320.95/mWh. In other words, assuming an average flat utility rate of $.09/kWh, in
this example, the fund is paying someone to remove low cost base load, rather than pursuing
uneconomic peak load. On a weighted-basis, this would result in a slight uptick in the utility rate
for everyone. This is equivalent to a homeowner placing insulation in the walls, before
addressing the problem that they do not have any doors or windows.
It must be the policy of the Clean Energy program to pursue EE projects that lower the
cost at the peak. Projects that can lower afternoon and early evening consumption especially in
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the top hours of late May through August should be supported no matter how small as long as
their avoided LMP costs is positive. For example building controls on hotels that sense
occupancy in hotel rooms and shut off non utilized lights and HVAC systems may not lower load
by 15%, but will lower peak usage. Such targeted use of funds will benefit all NJ ratepayers, as it
will reduce rates.

D.

The Straw proposal needs to address the Energy Master Plans goals,
particularly with Demand Response

Comverge believes that rather than removing process loads from credit consideration, the
Department should continue to provide leadership to help address capacity concerns at the very
peak and to lower electrical costs for the ratepayers of New Jersey by supporting measures that
support Demand Response (DR) as envisioned in the State’s Master Energy Plan. It may make
sense for the good of all rate payers for the State to take 100% investment in projects
immediately that will allow Customers to take themselves partially or totally off the grid, at
times of high power cost. The SBC credit could be a lump sum payment to alleviate grid
constraints.
Furthermore properly developed DR projects have the added benefit of being able to
receive some incremental funding directly from the PJM market for providing Energy and
Ancillary services. For example C&I customers that can interrupt a process load, or have a
generator that can be converted from diesel to Natural gas or Diesel Generators that can become
environmentally acceptable by utilizing SCR scrubbers can become part of the market, thereby
helping to reduce rates. Property owners, whose corporate tenants may pay the bills, may require
funding at greater rate than their credit allowance. The State, through its Program Administrator
should review these projects for reductions of peak costs, and evaluate appropriateness of
pursuing a targeted energy efficiency, controls or energy management measure.
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E.

Evaluation Criterion

Comverge believes that the Department should support providing forward SBCs to
customers as long as they are providing societal benefits in accordance to the State’s Energy
Master Plan. The desire should be to ensure that the SBC is utilized every year so that we reduce
our rates by lowering our energy consumption. As businesses do not fund projects based on a
first in first out methodology, the Market Manager should create a score card that evaluates
projects for the ability to help the State to lower costs for all rate payers, and the ability of the
project to meet the goals of the Initial 2011 Energy Master plan as outlined below:
1. Reduce Energy Consumption by 20% by 2020 including electric usage by 20K GWh and
natural gas heating by 110 t Btus; (It should be noted that the BPU recently
acknowledged a 17.5% reduction in energy down from the previous guideline of 20% by
2020;)
2. Produce 22.5% of electricity demand through renewable resources by 2020 and strive to
achieve 30% renewable by 2020 including 3,000 MW of offshore wind, 1800 MW of
solar, and 900 MW of biofuels/biomass;
3. 5,700 MW of demand response (DR) – 20% reduction; and
4. 1,500 MW of combined heat and power (CHP)
5. Achieve 1990 GHG emission levels by 2020; and
6. 80% reduction in 2006 GHG emission levels by 2050.

Peak Shaving, Demand Response, Demand limiting, direct load control and providing support to
enable customers to participate in curtailable rate structures, ancillary and reserve services
should all be encouraged and made available to C&I rate classifications. The Department will be
providing incentives for continued infrastructure benefits that can be cost justified based on
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current PJM market programs. In the event that funding tightens due to success of providing
forward credits, projects can be ranked according to their societal benefit. C&I customers
therefore would have the choice of waiting for their number to be called, or figuring out another
methodology for pursuing their projects.

III. CONCLUSION
Comverge appreciates that the Department issued the Straw Plan to solicit comment and
focus discussion among the participants. Comverge looks forward to participating in this
discussion to a conclusion that produces incentives that will help New Jersey achieve the goals
set out by the Act and the State Energy Master Plan.

Respectfully submitted,
Comverge, Inc.

By _____________________
Frank J. Evans
Comverge, Inc
25AVreeland Road
Florham Park, NJ 07932
(973) 434-7144 (tele.)
fevans@comverge.com
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December 5, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Kristi Izzo
Secretary
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue
P.O. Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
RE:
COMMENTS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A2528/S2344 (N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3) AND THE SBC CREDIT
PROGRAM. DOCKET NO. EO12100940
Dear Secretary Izzo:
On behalf of the nearly 70 member companies of the Chemistry Council of New Jersey (CCNJ), I thank you for the
opportunity to comment on Board’s implementation plan for A2528/S2344 and SBC Credit Program.
The business of chemistry in New Jersey contributes $27 billion to the state’s economy and directly employs
more than 50,000 individuals. Since 2000, the high cost of energy in New Jersey has been a contributing factor
to the loss of nearly 50,000 chemistry sector jobs to our neighboring states and across the world. In fact, New
Jersey’s electricity rates for the industrial sector ranks as the eighth highest in the nation, 59% above the
national average. As such, New Jersey’s energy policies, including clean energy, are critical to the ultimate
success of the state’s manufacturing sector and the economy as a whole.
The state’s high electricity rates coupled with 21‐27% in added surcharges on ratepayer bills, that include the
Societal Benefits Charge (SBC) and sales & use tax, continue to put manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage.
For CCNJ members, energy can account for up to 85% of total production costs. As an advocate for the business
of chemistry, the CCNJ is focused on doing what it can to advocate for lower energy rates for our member
companies. For this reason, we fully support the spirit and intent of the SBC Credit for commercial and industrial
users against the SBC payments to help pay for approved energy efficiency products or services.
As you well know, the CCNJ encourages the promotion of energy efficiency in New Jersey. We are an industry
that has been regularly engaged in this practice with much success. Many of our member companies produce
innovative, energy‐saving materials for the construction market. The return on investment in this area is well‐
established. To put it simply, the state’s investment in energy efficiency is a sensible use of limited program
dollars. Particularly, funding models that recognize the tremendous contributions that large energy users have
made in supporting clean energy programs are in the best interests of the state. For every dollar invested in an
energy efficiency program, it returns $11.00 in savings for the commercial and industrial payer. This is one of the
many reasons why CCNJ supported the SBC Credit Program in the Legislature, and particularly the credit of 100%
of annual SBC contributions.

Chemistry Council of New Jersey: Committed to a Better Quality of Life Through Science

150 West State Street. Trenton, New Jersey 08608 609-392-4214 FAX 609-392-4816 www.chemistrycouncilnj.org

In the Straw #2 proposal for the SBC Credit program, the BPU has lowered the credit from 100% of annual SBC
contributions to 50%. This drastic reduction has come at a surprise to us, since the
he Clean Energy Program has had
historic surpluses year after year while still fully funding programs that help the poor and elderly keep the lights
on at home.
While CCNJ appreciates the BPU’s concern about being able to fund social programs and the universal fund with
the full implementation of this new SBC Credit Program, we feel that lowering the credit to 50% of the annual
SBC contribution
bution in a particular year would be too limiting
limiting. The lower credit, because of the limitations, may
result in less industrial ratepayers taking advantage of it and thus resulting in the surpluses realized in past years.
These surpluses have been redirected to the State’s general operating fund. The CCNJ would not like to see a
scenario where surplus funds are again re
re‐appropriated. If the SBC funds are not fully utilized for their intended
use and not fully utilized by the SBC Credit program, then such funds should be returned to ratepayers. Since
history has taught us that this does not happen, then by increasing the credit to 100% or a percentage much
higher than the proposed 50% the BPU would prevent such a surplus.
out $2.5 billion has been collected by the SBC. Currently, commercial and industrial
In the last 12 years about
ratepayers pay the majority of the SBC, approximately 65%. Despite paying a disproportionate amount of the
SBC, industrial ratepayers have been limited in what programs they could benefit from that are funded by the
SBC.
BC. This new SBC Credit Program will change this fact.
We certainly support the use of SBC funds to help the less fortunate keep their lights on and believe this can be
done without increasing the SBC tax or limiting
imiting the SBC Program credit to 50%.
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to submit com
comments
ments on this important issue and look forward to
discussing further implementation of this program with the BPU if warranted.
Sincerely,

Hal Bozarth
Executive Director

Chemistry Council of New Jersey: Committed to a Better Quality of Life Through Science

150 West State Street. Trenton, New Jersey 08608 609
609-392-4214 FAX 609-392-4816
4816 www.chemistrycouncilnj.org
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P. 0. Box 46005

Governor
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Li. Governor
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Director

December 7,2012

Via Overnight Delivery and Electronic Mail
Honorable Kristi Izzo, Secretary
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
RO. Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350
Re:

In the Matter of the Implementation of A2528/S2344 N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3) and
the SBC Credit Program
UPU Docket No.: EO12100940

Dear Secretary Izzo:
Enclosed please find an original and ten copies of comments submitted on behalf of the
New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel in connection with the above-captioned matter. Copies of
the comments are being provided to the Board by electronic mail and overnight delivery. Hard
copies will be provided upon request to our office.
We are enclosing one additional copy of the comments. Please stamp and date the extra
copy as “filed” and return it in our self-addressed stamped envelope.

Tel: (973) 648-2690

•

Fax: (973) 624-1047

hltp://www.ni.gov/n)a

•

Fax: (973) 648-2193

E-Mail: njraleDayer(almastatc.ni.us

New Jersey Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

Printed on Recycled Paper and Recyclable

Honorable Kristi lao, Secretary
December 7, 2012
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Thank you for your consideration and assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
STEFANIE A. BRAND
Director, Division of Rate Counsel
By:
Kurt S. Lewandowski, Esq.
Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel

yublicomments@nicleanenerpv.com
OCE@bpu.state.ni.us
Michael Winka, BPU
Mona Mosser, BPU
Benjamin Hunter, BPU
Anne Marie McShea, BPU
John Garvey, BPU
Rachel Boylan, Esq, BPU
Marissa Slaten, DAG

In the Matter of the Implementation of A25281S2344 (N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3)
and the SBC Credit Program A2528/S2344
Docket No. E012100940
-

Comments of the New Jersey
Division of Rate Counsel
December 7, 2012

Introduction
The Division of Rate Counsel (“Rate Counsel”) would like to thank the Board of Public
Utilities (“Board”) for the opportunity to present comments on the Straw Proposals (“Straw
Proposals”) circulated by the Office of Clean Energy (“OCE”) to stakeholders for comment on
October 4, 2012 (“Straw 1”) and November 29, 2012 (“Straw 2”). The Straw Proposals
contemplate the implementation of a SBC credit program (“SBC Credit Program”, “the
Program”) pursuant to the enactment of A2528/S2344 (P.L. 2011, c. 216; “the Legislation” “the
Act”, “SBC Credit Act”), now codified as N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3, which would allow Commercial

and Industrial (“C&I”) ratepayers to recover a portion of their costs incurred for energy
efficiency (“EE”) projects through credits against their payments due for the Societal Benefits
Charge (“SBC”).
A variety of economic and equity issues arise from the design, administration, and
fUnding of a SBC Credit Program consistent with the Act. The SBC Credit Program could affect
a wide range of stakeholders, and the level of impacts on other SBC-funded programs is
potentially significant and disruptive, as discussed further in the remainder of these comments.
Rate Counsel’s comments focus on the OCE’s most recent Straw Proposal, Straw 2, and
not on the portions of Straw 1 that have been modified. Rate Counsel reserves its right to submit
additional comments should the Board contemplate items from the earlier Straw proposal.

1

I. RULEMAKING
The Straw Proposals bear the characteristics of an administrative agency action that, in
order to be valid, must be promulgated in accordance with the rulemaking procedures of the
Administrative Procedure Act. See Metromedia. Inc. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, 97 NJ. 313,
328, 331-32 (1984). Among other characteristics, the revised Straw Proposal:
(1)

is intended to have wide coverage encompassing a large segment, i.e. all

C&I

ratepayers;
(2)

is intended to be applied generally and uniformly to all C&I ratepayers;

(3)

is designed to operate only prospectively;

(4)

prescribes a legal standard or directive that is not otherwise expressly provided by

or clearly and obviously inferable from the enabling SBC Credit Program statute;
(5)

reflects a Board policy that was not previously expressed in any official and

explicit agency determination, adjudication or rule; and
(6)

reflects a decision on administrative regulatory policy interpreting the SBC Credit

Program Act for the first time.
For this reason Rate Counsel maintains that the Board must initiate a rulemaking
proceeding to consider the full breadth of issues associated with the SBC Credit Program and to
develop a set of minimum filing requirements for SBC Credit Program applicants. Rate Counsel
suggests that only once the costs and other issues associated with alternative mechanisms for
providing credits have been presented and considered in the context of a formal rulemaking
proceeding should the OCE and the utilities make plans to implement changes to their
computer/billing systems, consistent with Rate Counsel’s comments in section V.A. below.

II. SBC CREDIT PROGRAM BUDGET LIMIT
An important consideration for the creation of the Credit Program is the extent to which it
would reduce funding for other programs funded by the SBC. The SBC-funded programs under
the Electric Discount and Energy Competition Act (“EDECA”), N.J.S.A. 48:3-49 to -98.1,
include the Clean Energy Program (“CEP”), social programs, nuclear plant decommissioning,
gas plant remediation, public education activities, and the Universal Service Fund. ~ N.J.S.A.
48:3-60(a)(3), (1), (2), (4) and (5) and N.J.S.A. 48:3-60(b). If the Board places no limit on
funding for the new SBC Credit Program, and participants are allowed credits for the Program
against 100% of their SBC payments (as proposed in Straw 1) or even against 50% of their SBC
payments (as proposed in Straw 2), SBC credits granted under the Program could exceed the
entire CEP budget, and thus reduce the portion of the total SBC collections that the Board now
allocates to the other programs funded by the SBC pursuant to the EDECA.
The utilities’ responses dated March 16, 2012 to the March 1,2012 General Questions
presented by the BPU to stakeholders illustrate the problem that a SBC credit program could
cause. According to the utilities’ responses, total SBC collections from C&I customers

-

representing the maximum amount that SBC Credit Program participants could claim in a year
under Straw 1 totaled roughly $424 million for a 12-month period generally corresponding to
-

calendar year 2011.1 In comparison, the entire 2011 CEP budget was $319.5 million (including
$77 million in legislative re-appropriations).2 Thus, for 2011 the total SBC credits that could

‘PSE&G’s SBC collections were reported for the period of March 1,2011 to February 29,2012. All other utilities
reported SBC collections for calendar year 2011. Rate Counsel summed each of PSE&G’s Estimated Gas SBC
Components (roughly $60 million) for the calculation of total statewide SBC collections ($424 million) rather than
using PSE&G’s calculation of total Estimated Gas SBC collections ($1,244.5 million, per its response to the March
1,2012 General Questions).
2 Staff Draft Straw Proposal: NJCEP 2013 through 2016 Funding Level Now the NJCEP 2014 through 2017
Funding Level Comprehensive Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Resource Analysis, August 21, 2012.
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have been potentially claimed if Straw 1 were already in place exceeded the CEP budget by
about $104.5 million. Assuming that Straw 2 were already in place, total SBC credits from

C&I

customers could have totaled about $212 million, and the CEP budget in 2011 could have been
diminished by as much as two-thirds if reductions in SBC funding due to the SBC Credit
Program were absorbed entirely by the CEP budget rather than by other SBC-funded programs.
If SBC Credit Program expenses overwhelm the CEP portion of the annual SBC funds,
the Board could be faced with either decreasing the portion allocated to other SBC-fijnded
programs or subjecting ratepayers to an increase in the SBC charge to cover any deficiency in the
allocation to those other SBC-funded programs. With respect to the SBC-funded CEP programs,
without budget limits, uncertainty about SBC Credit Program participation and expenses will
complicate CEP budgeting and destabilize the Board’s SBC-funded EE programs, which would
erode marketplace confidence and threaten the FE infrastructure that the CEP has developed
over the years. To avoid these potential outcomes, Rate Counsel recommends that the Board put
in place a total budget limit for the SBC Credit Program, limited perhaps to some percentage of
the Board’s total CEP budget.
Based on the March 1, 2012 questions to stakeholders concerning the implementation of
A2528/S23443, the discussion of 2014 to 2017 CEP budgets during the October 9,2012 Energy
Efficiency Subcommittee meeting, and stakeholder discussions on October 24, 2012, it appears
that the OCE has assumed that the Legislation does not allow the Board to set a total budget or
The sixth question of the March 1,2012 General Questions to stakeholders reads as follows:
The Act states that the C&1 ratepayer “shall be allowed a credit against the societal benefits
charge.” The SBC funds a number of societal programs in addition to the Clean Energy funds for
energy efficiency. These other programs have nothing to do with energy efficiency, and the Board
may have little discretion in funding them. To the extent that some of the other SBC programs,
like the Universal Service Fund, Lifeline, nuclear decommissioning and manufactured gas plant
remediation costs are nondiscretionary, how should the funding of these nondiscretionary
programs be achieved if there is a reduction in the total SBC from the energy efficiency SBC
credit?
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funding limit for the SBC Credit Program. Rate Counsel maintains that the Board does indeed
have the authority to implement a total budget limit. The SBC Credit Act does not limit the
Board’s ability to budget and proactively plan for the SBC Credit Program. Rather, the Act
empowers the Board to set the amount of the SBC credit in any calendar year for each customer.
N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3(c) also states that the “amount of the credit to be allowed under this
section in any calendar year against the societal benefits charge for each commercial or industrial
ratepayer that is subject to such charge pursuant to section 12 of P.L.1999, c. 23 (C.48:3-60)
shall be determined by the board.” (Emphasis added.) Moreover, N.J.S.A. 48:3-60.3(d) states
that the “maximum amount of the credit. shall not exceed 100 percent of the commercial or
. .

industrial ratepayer’s liability for such charge that would otherwise be due in each calendar
year.” (Emphasis added). This provision authorizes the Board to determine the amount of the
credit, which may be less than 100% of the SBC charge, available to SBC Credit Program
participants. Nothing in the Legislation requires the Board to set the maximum level of the
credit for the SBC Credit Program as the entire amount of the participant’s SBC charge.
Notably, the Legislation does not contemplate how the Board should make such a determination,
e.g., whether the Board should consider the amount of the credit for each customer individually
or in aggregate, or whether funding decisions should be made as part of a prospective budgeting
process or on a running basis. Thus, the Legislation may be reasonably interpreted as delegating
to the Board authority to manage funding for the SBC Credit Program, including the amount,
structure and other operant criteria.
Given the potential hazards of not implementing a budget limit for SBC credits, Rate
Counsel finds that it is in ratepayers’ interest for the Board to set an overall budget limit for the
SBC Credit Program. Rate Counsel envisions that such a budget limit could reflect the OCE’s

expectation for the number of participants in the SBC Credit Program. The Board could base the
budget limit on its experience with the CEP’s Pay for Performance (“P4P”) program, given these
programs’ similarities: both promote comprehensive whole-building energy efficiency upgrades
and have detailed application and monitoring and verification processes.
The total SBC Credit Program budget should be adjusted (semi-annually or quarterly)
based on the initial response for the first few years. Increases in the SBC Credit Program budget
could be offset by decreases in the P4P budget. For example, the SBC Credit Program budget
limit could be set at 50% or less of the P4P program budget for the first year and adjusted in the
following years based on the initial response. The total budget limit for the SBC Credit Program
could be tied to the total budget for the P4P program given these programs’ similarities.
In addition, the Board should limit each participant’s SBC credits. Straw 2 places a limit
on the SBC credit equivalent to 50 percent of the participant’s annual SBC contribution. While
the credit limit proposed in Straw 2 is a step in the right direction, Rate Counsel proposes
limiting each Program participant’s credits on an annual basis toSO% of a percentage equal to the
CEP portion of the annual SBC charges attributable to the specific fuel type at issue, in the
participant’s utility service territory. For example, if 29% of a participant’s natural gas SBC
charge is allocated to the CEP by its gas utility, then the maximum credit available to an SBC
Credit Program participant would be 14.5% of its entire SBC contribution per year for up to 10
years or until it receives a credit for up to 50% of its quali~ing EE project costs. This method
would fine-tune the credit to the actual SBC activity over time. Thereby, other ratepayers would
not be subjected to an increase in their SBC charge to cover any deficiency in SBC funds for
programs other than the CEP budget. The methodology for calculating the specific percentage
limit for each utility should be determined in the context of a formal rulemaking proceeding.

III. ENERGY SAVINGS TARGETS AND TABULATION
In addition to dollar limits, the Board should set total energy savings targets for the SBC
Credit Program in the aggregate as well as tabulate actual savings attributable to the Program.
The savings targets and tabulations of actual energy savings would assist the Board in
determining the amount of the SBC credit in future years. The energy savings figures would also
assist the Board in evaluating other clean energy programs and budgets.

IV. CONTINUATION OF TIlE CEP PAY FOR PERFORMANCE PROGRAM
Since many C&I customers lack the resources, capability, and willingness to implement
or manage their own FE projects, the CEP should continue to offer a variety of EE programs for
C&I customers; the introduction of the SBC Credit Program should not affect this principle. To
the extent that such programs are adopted in the Board’s Comprehensive Resource Analysis
process, the Board should continue to offer P4P programs or similar programs for C&I
customers who do not elect to participate in the SBC Credit Program. However, C&I customers
should be permitted to elect to participate in either the SBC Credit or P4P program, but not both.

V. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Rate Counsel offers the following comments and reconmiendations that apply to either a
budgeted or non-budgeted SBC Credit Program.
A. Computer System Upgrades and Administrative Costs
Straw 2 provides that the C&I market manager or a “future Program Administrator”
(collectively, the “Administrator”) will oversee much of the SBC Credit Program, including

training, review of applications, site inspections, and the issuance and tracking of SBC credits,
among other duties. Under Straw 1, many of these functions were assigned to the utilities.
The investments that the utilities and the OCE are contemplating to upgrade their
computer systems in order to allow them to provide billing credits and administer the SBC Credit
Program may be substantial. (Refer to the March 16, 2012 responses of Atlantic City Electric,
Elizabethtown Gas, JCP&L, Public Service Electric and Gas, and the joint responses of the
utilities submitted by PSE&G.) Rate Counsel notes that the Act does not specie that credits
against SBC charges must be on the participant’s utility bill. Rate Counsel thus recommends that
OCE should collect data and estimate the costs of different options for accounting for the SBC
Program credits. Such options should include a variety of credit payment intervals (monthly,
quarterly, annually) and should include at a minimum: (1) OCE issuing checks directly to SBC
Credit Program participants and (2) on-bill credits to SBC Credit Program participants by the
utilities. Only once this information has been presented and considered in the context of a
formal rulemaking proceeding should the OCE and the utilities make plans to implement
changes to their computer/billing systems.
Utilities might also incur administrative costs in administering the Program. The cost of
the computer upgrades and other administrative costs, to the extent not already recovered in base
rates, should be assessed in some manner to the SBC Credit Program. Likewise, costs incurred
by the OCE or the Administrator to administer the SBC Credit Program should be assessed to the
SBC Credit Program participants through some yet to be determined mechanism. The
determination of the cost recovery method could be part of the rulemaking proceeding.
The rulemaking proceedings should also clarify the mechanism by which SBC Program
participants will receive their credit from the Administrator (e.g., an on-bill credit, reduced future
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SBC contributions, periodic or lump sum reimbursements, or some other form). In any event,
Rate Counsel recommends that all administrative costs of the SBC Credit Program should be
borne by participants in the Program and not by other ratepayers.
B. Definitions of Participant and Eligible Entity
The terms and interrelationships between a “C&I ratepayer,” an “Eligible Entity,” a
“utility account” and a “participant” in Straw 2 require definition and clarification. For example,
Straw 2 states that “the maximum credit per entity is 50% of eligible project costs, with an
annual cap of 50% of annual SBC contributions per utility account” (emphasis added) but that
“the credit can be carried over for up to ten additional years if the initial credit exceeds 50% of
the ratepaver’s annual SBC contributions.” Whether the maximum credit is limited by terms of
the ratepayer’s annual SBC contributions, aggregated between multiple accounts, or the annual
SBC contributions associated with a single utility account will have vastly different implications
for potential participants, the CEP and SBC Credit Program administrator(s), utilities, and other
stakeholders. Rate Counsel recommends that these terms be clearly defined in the final rule, and
that such definitions should be developed with careful consideration of the potential impacts to
utility and OCE billing and administration systems and ratepayers.
C. Withholding to Account for Administrative Costs and CEP Benefits
Within a rulemaking proceeding, the Board should consider whether to retain a portion of
each participant’s SBC contributions to cover the costs of SBC Credit Program administration.
In addition, the rulemaking should include consideration of withholding adequate credits for
programs that are necessary and needed from a societal perspective, such as the low income
program Comfort Partners, and to account for CEP benefits that accrue to all electric and natural

gas consumers in the state. Even when SBC Credit Program participants cannot directly
participate in CEP, they will benefit from CEP’s market transformation efforts (e.g., educational
and training programs for consumers and trade allies, and research and development programs)
as well as lower wholesale electricity prices due to lower energy consumption on aggregate. The
American Council for an Energy Efficiency Economy (“ACEEE”) reported that Arizona and
Massachusetts require their self-direct customers to contribute 15% of their SBC charges to
offset the cost of self-direct program administration.4
D. Energy Reduction Target and Measures
Straw 1 would have required Final EE Plans to include a package of measures that
achieve an energy reduction target (“ERT”) of at least 15% of total building source energy
consumption while allowing for lower percentage thresholds for facilities with energy
consumption heavily weighted by process loads. As an alternative to the 15% ERT, Straw 2
would allow ERTs of 100,000 kWh in annual electric savings or 350,000 MMBtu in annual gas
savings. Rate Counsel is concerned that the specific kWh and MMBtu ERTs, as alternatives to a
reduction of 15%, may introduce unintended consequences into the effects of the Program. Most
importantly, these alternative thresholds could lead to a flood of applications to the SBC Credit
Program by medium to large energy users because these minimum thresholds are likely to be
much lower than what would be achieved with comprehensive whole building energy-saving
measures that would reach 15% energy savings per building for such customers. This would
allow medium to large energy users to apply for Program credit for simple energy-saving
solutions, and could lead to a flood of applications, which would cause problems with funding

~ ACEEE 2011, Follow the Leaders: Improving Large Customer Self-Direct Pro2rams, October2011, pages 31 and
33.
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for the CEP and other SBC-funded programs. Rate Counsel recommends that the Board either
allow further consideration and comment on the potential effects of these alternative ERTs or
simply establish a clear minimum standard such as 15%.
E. Application Requirements
1. Primary Source of Energy Savings
The SBC Credit Program rule should state that the primary source of energy savings must
be either electricity or natural gas, rather than another energy source, because the SBC Credit
Program is funded by the SBC charge levied on electric and natural gas ratepayers.
2. Lifetime Energy Savings
For the projection of energy savings, Rate Counsel recommends that applicants also
submit projected lifetime energy savings in MWh and Therms and capacity reduction in kW in
addition to projected annual savings. This information should be provided in the Executive
Summary and the main body of the Final Energy Efficiency Plan.
3. Definition of Source Energy
The purpose of the Program is to reduce the “total building source energy consumption,”
but Straw 2 does not define this term within the body of the Straw Proposal.
F. Monitoring, Verification, and Reporting
1. Monitoring and Verification Protocol
Rate Counsel supports Straw 2’s requirements for the use of the International
Performance Measurement Sc Verification Protocols (“IPMVP”)’s Option D as well as for the

post-construction benchmarking reports to demonstrate savings each year of post-construction
consumption.
2. Follow-up Reporting
Rate Counsel supports Straw 2’s provision that requires verification of projected energy
savings using post-retrofit billing data and the EPA Portfolio Manager methodology. Actual
consumption data should be useful for measurement and verification activities for this Program,
and will become instrumental in modi~ing energy savings projections if necessary. The
accuracy of the energy savings projection is important, because the savings from this Program
can and should be incorporated into the State’s strategies to meet the Energy Master Plan.
F. No funding of 100% of Project Costs
Both Straw proposals suggest allowing the total of federal, state, utility, and credit funds
for an BE project to equal up to 100% of the total project cost. Rate Counsel opposes the use of
ratepayer funds for any incentive that pays 100% of the applicant’s IQtfli costs, and furthermore
maintains that total incentives should not pay 100% of the applicant’s incremental costs of
energy efficiency measures (or the additional costs of energy-efficient measures beyond the costs
of standard measures) unless it is absolutely necessary to gain participation and promote
efficiency for specific market segments (e.g., low-income customers in the Comfort Partners
program) or measures (e.g., important emerging measures) in order to promote public benefits.
When no standard measures exist, e.g., for building insulation, the incremental costs are equal to
the total installed costs. Rate Counsel has consistently maintained that incentives should be less
than 100% of total costs, and in general should be less than 100% of incremental costs, in the
interest of fairness to ratepayers, and in order to maximize savings and minimize free riders
(participants who would have adopted the EE measure even in the absence of program
12

incentives) as well as to assure that program participants have a stake in the successful
implementation and ongoing operation of energy efficiency measures.

$~, e.g. I/MJO the

Petition of New Jersey Natural Gas Company for Approval of Energy Efficiency Programs With
an Associated Cost Recovery Mechanism, NJ BPU Dkt. Nos. E0090 10056 and E009100057
(Order dated June 17, 2009), Stipulation, ¶ 20 (provision that combined ARRA, CEP and utilityprovided incentives will not fund 100% of a project’s costs).
C. Additional Program Elements
Program enhancements that could be considered in a rulemaking proceeding include the
following:
1. Increased flexibility in the construction period, as opposed to the requirement in Straw
2 that all work must be completed within 12 months of Final Energy Efficiency Plan approval
with potential extensions for a period of up to six months with satisfactory proof of project
advancement (in the form of copies of permits, equipment invoices, installation invoices, etc.);
2. Implementing a financing mechanism to help with financial hurdles that will persist
with a long credit payment schedule; and
3. Streamlining the application and audit processes for the SBC Credit Program,
consistent with the findings of Applied Energy Group (“AEG”, the Program Coordinator for the
CEP) in its June 2012 Evaluation of New Jersey’s Clean Energy Programs, while still ensuring
that it results in real and verifiable energy savings.
CONCLUSION
Rate Counsel respectfully submits that the Board should open a rulemaking proceeding to
consider the issues set forth above.
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